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ABSTRACT

Puzzlepiecesare definedas smallpackingunits whichmake up the unique

tertiaryinteractionsin proteins. Anti-parallelandperpendicularhelix-helix

contactswerebrokendownintobasicpuzzle-piecepairs in order to studythe

traitsof suchcontacts: theirlimitedgeometry,preferredresidue involvment,

residueconformationandothercommonconstraints. Thesetraits can thenbe

used for continuedcomparisonof otherproteinstructures,improvingmodels

of anddesigningproteinsde novoand, in time,predicting3D structurefrom

primarysequence. Resultsfroma small (100proteins)databaseof anti-parallel

helix-helixcontactsand frompreliminaryworkon a largedatabase(600proteins)

of perpendicularhelix-helixcontactsarepresented.

INTRODUCTION

Many experiments have shown that it is possible to design and synthesize a peptide

or protein which will assume a particular secondary structure and even an

approximately correct tertiary structure. However, designing a protein with a unique

tertiary structure has proven difficult. Of the many approaches taken by several

groups (a4 by DeGradol; Betabellin2 and Felix3 by Richardsons; GCN4 redesigns

by Sauer4, Hodges5 and Alber6, to name a few (see7 for a review», only a few have

claimed success (helix-tum-helix by Osterhout8 and another by Ohkub09). Since

these successesconsistof relativelyshort sequences« 40 residues), the successful

design of a protein with a native-like size and a unique, globular, tertiary structure

remains to be accomplished.

To address the lack of uniqueness seen in the designed proteins, many groups

have turned to the examination of tertiary contacts and have reconsidered the previous
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studies of beta-betalO, beta hairpin turns11, beta-alpha12, and alpha-alpha13, and

alpha and beta14contacts. These earlier studies have shown general properties of

contacts such as interaction distances and angles and overall positioning of secondary
structural elements. This study was designed to generate the more specific

information necessary to design a helical primary amino acid sequence with the

unique sidechain packing of the desired tertiary interactions (while excluding the

alternatives).

There are two possible approaches to study the specifics of such complicated

items as tertiary contacts in proteins. One is a multi-dimensional comparison of the

contact as a whole, which requires an exponentially large number of occurrences of

the contacts of interest for statistical significance. A more feasible method is to break

the contacts down into smaller manageable pieces, which could then be compared.

The smaller the piece, the fewer the attributes to be studied, the lower the number of

occurrences for statistical results. Our study broke the specific tertiary interactions

into such small, definedpacking units,called "puzzlepieces", .

We defined and located the puzzle pieces within known protein structures, using

the program VIEW by Bergman15, a molecular graphics program with an internal

script language used to compile tools for viewing and studying a molecule of interest.

Our approach was to look at the structures, derive the patterns of the contacts, and

then analytically study these patterns for common characteristics.

The located puzzle pieces and interacting "puzzle-piece pairs" within similar

protein structures were superimposed and analyzed statistically. A completed study

of anti-parallel helix-helix contacts and a preliminary study on perpendicular helix-

helix contacts reveal specific characteristics of interacting puzzle-piece pairs,

including limited geometries, preferred residue involvement and common constrained

contacts. We propose that common puzzle-piece pairs add uniqueness to protein

structures due to their tight, constrained packing. One example is the overlapping

puzzle-piece pairs described for the alacoil16, Proposed uses of these results include

(1) continued comparison of protein structures and modeled structures, (2) revising

the amino acid sequence of designed proteins, (3) design de novo of new protein

structures, and in time, (4) predicting 3D structure from primary sequence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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1. Protein files

Originally,protein files were taken from the BrookhavenProteinData Bank 17,

January 1992 version. Specific proteins used in the preliminary anti-parallel helix

contact study were selected from a non-homologous list developed by Hobohm, et

al.18 (with a resolution higher than 2.0 A), and additional, newer protein structures

from the Brookhaven DataBank. The new structures were chosen by (1) known

helical content, (2) non-redundancy to previously included structures, (3) resolution

limit of 3.0 Aor better (one NMR structure was also included, 1bbn). The final list

consisted of 96 protein chains.

More recently a larger protein database was generated from Hobohm and

Sanderl9, using the April 1995 version of the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank 17.

The additional restrictions applied included (1) a homology less than 45%, (2) a

resolution greater than 3.0 A, and (3) non-mutant structures; (4) for NMR structures

the minimal average structure was choosen when available. The final list contained

597 protein chains.

2. Programs
The program Define_Structure (Define_S) by Richards et a1.20,with further

assistance and associated programs from S.R. Presnell, was used to locate helices in

each protein structure and to detennine the intramolecular angle and distance between

the helices. For this study, the preset limits of Define_S for a- and 3-10 helical

structure were set as CHKHA = 0.70, and CHKH3 = 0.70. These limits gave helix

ends that corresponded fairly closely to the ends as defined by the Richardsons21.

The program Access by Richards, et a1.22,was used to determine the solvent-

accessible surface area of the proteins or pieces of the proteins.

Other programs written by K.P. Murphy and modified for this project were used

to summarize the residues buried, and the residues buried in a specific contact. The

percentage buried, for a given sidechain, is in comparison with the static accessibility

for individual amino acid residues,. X, in model extended tripeptides Ala - X- Ala23.
Dihdrl.f, a Fortran program written by E. Abola and supplied on the Brookhaven

Protein Data Bank tapes, was used to calculate the chi values of the amino acids.

VIEW 15,a molecular graphics program written by LD. Bergman (University of

North Carolina, Chapel Hill), was also used in study of the helix-helix contacts.
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Programs and scripts, summarized in the Results section, implemented under the

VIEW system were used to evaluate details of the predefined low-angle and

perpendicular helix-helix contacts. VIEW is available for public use via anonymous

ftp (ftp.cs.unc.edu or 152.2.128.159).

Most of the computing was done on an SGI4D/440 or ESV workstation at the

Macromolecular Graphics Shared Resource, Duke Comprehensive Cancer Center.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the most conclusive comparisons one would prefer to superimpose all possible

examples of a contact and study the images as a whole (for instance superimpose all

anti-parallel helix-helix contacts). This however requires a large net of comparisons

since each contact covers a large surface area and many different amino acids, and an

unbelievably large database is required before statistical significance on anyone

characteristic could be calculated. In order to keep the comparisons within reach, the

contacts were broken down into smaller pieces. Thus, a single piece can be compared

to others, and statistic preferences of a small number of different characteristics could
be calculated for the set.

Low angle helix-helix contacts from a variety of proteins with different overall

structures were broken down into small pieces, "puzzle pieces", as described below.

Each piece consisted of a small number of residues from one turn of a helix, and two

pieces interacted across the contact to form a "puzzle pair". One anti-parallel helix-

helix contact consisted of several layers of interacting puzzle pairs. Such pairs could

be isolated, superimposed and compared. Perpendicular helix-helix contacts

consisted of one puzzle pair which covered the center of the contact and a second type

of puzzle pair which covered the edges of the contact. In this case, only one instant

of the central puzzle pair was located and superimposed per helix-helix pair.

The definition and location of the puzzle pieces of the two different types of

contacts studied (anti-parallel and perpendicular) follow the same concepts, but very

different procedures. Both procedures will be described along with the development
of the individual puzzle piece definitions.

1.

A.
Contacts: Locating Helix-helix Contacts

Anti-parallelHelix-helixContacts.
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First, the Define_S program was used to locate helix pairs which were at a low-

angle to one another, anti-parallel (an omega angle of -180° to -140°). Helices were
determined to be in contact if there was a decrease in the solvent accessible surface

area for the two helices as calculated together versus individually. Helix pairs with

contact surface area below 100 A2 were excluded from this study. Such contacts
were either between helices that stacked end-to-end or between helices which had

only the tips of a few sidechains in contact and thus were positioned as a result of

other parts of the protein. In the 96 proteins, a total of 92 anti-parallel helix-helix

contacts were found, 79 of which were usable in this study.

B. Perpendicular Helix-helix Contacts.

Define_S and Access were also used to locate perpendicular contacts. Helices with

an angle of association between 85 and 125 and between -85 and -125 and a contact

surface area between 325 and 1000 A2 were considered. (The limits of the contact

surface area cutoff is discussed in Section 3B.) In the 597 proteins studied, 319 had

perpendicular helices, for a total of 299 perpendicular helix-helix contacts.

2. Definitions: Puzzle Pieces and Puzzle Pairs

A. Anti-parallel Helix-helix Contacts.

The overall geometries of the anti-parallel helix-helix contacts were broken down

into individual turns of a helix (one turn is four consecutive residues A, B, C, D),

plus the turn of the neighboring helix which it contacted.

The first script included four specific steps.

i. A search located all of the C(a) of helix 1 which were less than 7.5 Aaway
from an C(a) of helix 2. This located the contacts between the helices in classic low-

angle contacts, but did not include atoms from the backs of the helices, or from helix

ends that bent away from one another.

ii. Each C(a) of one turn from helix 1 has the potential to come within 7.5 Aof

two different turns from helix 2. The list is sorted such that parallel contacts are

grouped together. The group with the shortest average contact distance is labeled as

"primary" contacts (approximately horizontal), while the other group is called the

"secondary" contacts (vertical).

iii. For each contacting C(a), the four C(a) (2 from each helix) which have the
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shortest total separations across the contact, are called the "central residues" of that

turn. The two central residues are labeled B and C in amino-acid sequence order.

iv. Of the two helices in a turn pair, that one is identified as "I" which has its B

residue most central to the contact (as defined by the smallest angle B 1; the angle

between C(a) ofBl, the projection of Bl onto its helix axis, and the projection of

this point onto the other helix axis, Fig. 1). That residue, B1, is often the one with
the most interactions.

Figure 1. Overlayof 2 squarepuzzlepairs: 2ccy

100&40,2ccy 51&89,and Iprc 99&37. The 2

centralsidechainsof each turn, the B residuelabels,

and the C(a) backboneare shown. The linesof

the B1angleare drawnfor helix I.

A set of angles and distances which fully define each contact pair was then

calculated. A list of the measurements includes: (1) distance across the contact at

B1, (2) angle B 1 (residue B from helix 1) and angle B2 (residue B from helix 2),

and (3) fractional offset (defmed below). Many of the measurements require the

projection of points onto the helix axes. A short axis was generated centered around

the central B residue of each turn. This assured an axis that was meaningful at the

point of interest, the turn.
A fractional-offset was defined as the vertical offset of the turn on helix 1 relative

to the primary and secondary turns on helix 2. The average position of Bland Cl

was projected onto the line midway between the axis of helix 1 and the axis of helix

2; and the average position of B2 and C2 for both the primary and secondary turn

were each also projected onto this mid-line.

All of these measurements along with the residue type of each position were

recorded in a large database which could then be analyzed statistically by other

programs or which could be searched by other VIEW scripts to display related turn

pairs. The turn pairs (puzzle pairs) were then overlaid onto an idealized turn 1 and

were then analyzed according to: (1) overall contact geometry, (2) residue content,

(3) sidechain conformation of each residue involved, (4) resulting geometry of

contact, etc.
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B. Perpendicular Helix-helix Contacts.

The overall geometties of the perpendicular helix-helix contacts were broken down

into two types of puzzle pieces. The fIrst type consists of the central portion of the

contact, a triangular surface on each helix. Each triangle highlighted three C(a)'s in

either a (i, i+ 1, i+4) or (i, i+3, i+4) sequence order. The second type consists of the

ends of the contact, are different from the central pieces, and will be studied

separately.

i. In defining the primary, central puzzle pieces, the initial search located all of

the C(a) of helix 1 less than 7.5 Aaway from an C(a) of helix 2, and sorted the

contacts by distance. The three shortest contacts between unique C(a) determined the

ttiangles for the individual helices (Fig. 2).

Figure2. Perpendicularhelicesfrom2ccy.

10-20&95-111.The C(a) backboneis solid;

the triangles.stippled.representthe 3 C(a)

closest to the contact. The trianglesoverlap;

the front trianglepacksone of its vertices (top)

into the centerof the second(back)triangle.

11. The distance between the helices in contact was measured across the line

which was the conunon perpendicular of the two helix axes.

iiii. This common perpendicular and the helix axis on helix 1 was used to

superimpose the contacts for visualization and further examination.

A similar set of geomettical measurements (as recorded for the anti-parallel

contacts) are needed to describe the perpendicular puzzle pairs. These measurements

include: (1) distance across the contact, (2) angle of the residues to the contact

center, and (3) translation of the residues from the contact center.

3.
A.

Process: Derivation of the Patterns and Definitions.

Anti-parallel Helix-helix Contacts.

1. The definition of puzzle pieces was based on the relative residue positions.

Such defmitions based on the relative angle, separation and translation of the C(a)
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positions were both simple and intuitive.

ii. The interaction between puzzle pieces was studied as pairs of single

opposing turns, rather than sets of threes or fours, as an initial simple approach and

for an initial significant number of occurrences of puzzle pairs. The turn pairs which

were the closest had the most surface area in contact and thus were assumed to be

most influential on one another. The recorded secondary contacts can be used for

further definition of contact pairs, which with a reasonable number of occurrences

can be studied along with the primary contacts as triplets, etc. to build back up the
contact.

lll. In defining the fractional offset, as well as other geometrical properties, one

must keep the measurement in perspective with the contact. Initially the residue

positions were projected onto the individual helix axes. This gave confusing results,

since in some cases the helices were quite distant and at varying roll angles to one

another. Using the midline common axis averaged out these differences and related

the translation of the helices with respect to the contact rather than to the helices
themselves.

B. Perpendicular Helix-helix Contacts.

i. In definition of the perpendicular contacts, a finer filter was required for the

contact surface area. Our study is of the perpendicular helices which cross each other

and not the helices which meet at their ends or are connected by only a few residues.

To remove this group from the list, a minimal surface area in contact of 300 A2 was

required. An upper limit of 1000 A2 was placed to remove the perpendicular helices

which bent to form a lower contact angle and a larger contact area at one end. Final

acceptance of the perpendicular helix-helix contacts was made through visual

inspection.

ii. Definition of the puzzle pieces was more complicated for the perpendicular

helix-helix contacts due to the fact that such contacts are not repetitive internally. The

center of the contact was separated as one (the "central") puzzle pair and the edges of

the contacts were treated as second (the "edge") puzzle pieces and interacting pairs.

The central and edge puzzle pairs are quite different; however, the edge pieces along

the N-termini of helix 1 can be compared with those along the N-termini of helix 2.

A triangle of residues (3 C(a)) were used rather than a pair of C(a) or a
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parallelogram (4 C(a», because in sorting the closest contacts between the two

helices the fIrst unique ones always described a small, compact triangle of the

sequence order (i, i+1, i+4) or (i, i+3, i+4). The next unique contact fell in any

number of places which did not form a consistent geometric figure that could be

compared among many contacts. This central triangle, unlike a pair of C(a), covered

the major portion of the contact, and thus could be defined as the simplest central

puzzle piece. This suggested that the three closest residues were sufficient in forming

a unique contact, and the others were involved in stabilization.

iii. Superposition of the triangular puzzle pairs of the perpendicular helices was

based on the helix axis and common perpendicular of the contact, rather than the C(a)

positions. Superposition due to the C(a) resulted in an overlay of the triangles,

without the overlay of the helices, thus, showing a distorted picture of the contacts.

The superposition of one helix axis and the common perpendicular resulted in the

overlay of the contact, with the relative position of the triangles as the variable.

Thus, the triangles were studied to relate their different properties (ie. residue type,

closest C(a) -C(a), and smallest C(a) angle) and their respective positions to the
overall contact.

4. Results: Puzzle Piece Characteristics

A. Anti-parallel Helix-helix Contacts~

i. Clusters. In the preliminary study of anti-parallel helix-helix contacts, 79

helix-helix pairs were analyzed, and 218 contacting puzzle pairs were identified.

16% of the puzzle pairs were listed with only primary and no secondary turn pairs,

showing that the primary turn pair is at the end of a helix. For primary puzzle pairs,

the spatial distribution of turn 2 relative to turn 1 showed a low, but significant

clustering. Fig. 3 shows the plot of B1 angle versus B2 angle. The most prominent

grouping of the B 1 angle fell within the range of 20° to 40° degrees, and the most

prominent peak of the B2 angle fell within the range of 70° to 95°.

Clusters were expected, since constrained systems such as a peptide chain and

sidechain conformation could not assume all possible conformations. Steric

hinderance was expected to be the main reason for the exclusion of some positions of

turn 2. However, it was also expected that the most populated positions of turn 2

would be more stable, having more positive packing influences and interactions.
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Angle B 1

11. Square Contacts. The most prominent cluster seen in Fig. 3 is classified as

square contacts (Fig. 1). Isolating this cluster of puzzle pairs revealed a group of

turn pairs with distance separation between the helices of 7.5 - 9.5 Aand with a

characteristic fractional separation of 0.0 - 0.05. These contacts are called square

contacts since the face of helix 1 (peptide bond between the Bland Cl residue) is

parallel to the face of helix 2, like the sides of a square. These square puzzle pairs

were seen to group by the residue type or more importantly by the sidechain

conformation present in the central B 1 position, which suggests, in this case, that the

B 1 residue is involved in the specific interatomic contacts that place turn 2. The

preferred residues in the B 1 position for these clustered puzzle pieces were leucine,

alanine, methionine, phenylalanine and serine. Additional requirements for the

neighboring sidechains (CI, B2 and C2) and their conformations were seen. CI and

B2 are often long sidechains which bend and pack around C2 and B1 respectively.

C2 is often a small hydrophobic residue which tightly packs along the helix backbone

between Bl and Cl, or a residue with a long sidechain to pack along Cl. (Statistics

of such secondary interactions will be studied on the larger database, now being

completed.)

Many different sidechains can occur in the B 1 position of a square contact;

however, as the size increases or the conformation of the sidechain shifts,

increasingly larger changes are made in the contact.

Alanine in B 1 results in the most ideal square contact, as shown in Fig. 2. Most

of the puzzle pieces with the smallest allowed distance separation (7.5 - 8.0 A)
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Figure 3. A plotof the B1angle versus

the B2angleof definedanti-parallel

puzzlepairs. Theclustersof puzzle

pairsare highlighted:squarepuzzle

pairs B1angle30° -50°, B2angle

70° -95°;B diagonalpuzzlepairsB1

angle 10°-30°,B2 angle30° -40°;

C diagonalcontactsB1angle60° -80°,

B2angle65°- 90°
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belong to this group. To complete the contact, Cl and B2 are often long sidechains

which bend and pack around C2 and B 1 respectively. C2 is often a small

hydrophobic residue which tightly packs along the helix backbone between Bland
Cl.

Next in importance is the occurrence of leucine in the B 1 position of a square

contact. It often assumes a chi 1 = -60, and either packs along the B2 sidechain, or

with a slightly smaller B1 angle it packs along the backbone between the B2 and C2

residue. Phenylalanine also is common in the B1 position with a chi 1 = -60. The
C(~) of phenylalanine often packs against the backbone between B2 and C2, while its

ring is packed along the B2 residue, which presents a flat parallel surface to the

aromatic ring if it is a chi 1 =-60 conformer. Although much less common,

phenylalanineand leucinewith a chi 1 =180in B1can also make anotherkind of

square contact, which extends the distance separation out beyond that typical for

square contacts to 8.5 to 11.0 A. This requires long extended sidechains in several

of the other contact positions to form a strong contact; these are often leucines.

iii. Specific Case,s (ROP-type and FHA-type). 16 The very tightest helix

contacts «8.5 A) were examined specifically, because of their potential role in

encouraging unique packing. Looking at only the tight contacts of helices, the ideal

square puzzle pair with alanine or other small residue in B 1 (previously described)

and another tight square puzzle pair with alanine in C2 were found (discussed in

more detail in Ref. 16). Close ROP-type puzzle pairs (ideal square with alanine in

Bl) have a distance separation approximately 8 to 10 A, and a small fractional

separation of 0 to 0.2. This fractional separation fits B1 into the triangle formed by

B2 and C2 of turn 2 and the B1 of the following turn. Two consecutive puzzle pairs

can stack to form a tight contact, or as found in 2rop, 6 such puzzle pairs may stack,

alternating the B1 residue from helix 1 to helix 2. In the case of the FHA-type puzzle

pair (tight square with alanine or serine and seldomly threonine or cysteine in C2) the

distance between helix axes is 7.5 to 8.5 A with a fraction separation of 0.3 to 0.5.

With this fraction separation the C(a) of the B residues are fairly distant, yet the

C(~)s point towards one another in a distinct diagonal layer, and C2 packs into the

triangle between B1, C1 and B 1 of the preceding turn. It is common to have two

adjacent C2 alanine type puzzle pairs at the close contact of two straight, anti-parallel

helices; 2fha has 5. Such stacks of these puzzle pairs, alternating from helix 1 and
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helix 2, again fonn long close contacts between the helices, resembling an anti-

parallel coiled-coil with the leucines replaced by alanines.

iv. Diagonal Contacts. Highlighted during graphical display and suggested by

the BI - B2 angle plots of Fig. 3, two other clusters were seen at (1) angle B I of 10°

to 30° and angle B2 of 30° to 40°, and (2) angle B I of 60° to 80° and angle B2 of 65°

to 90°. Both of these clusters resulted in a diagonal contact with either the BI and B2

residues fonning the major contact, as in the case of cluster (1) (Fig. 4), or the CI

and C2 residues contacting, cluster (2). These contacts resulted in longer distance

separations between the helices than for the square contacts: 8.5 - 10.0Aand 9.0-

11.0 A, respectively. The primary fractional separation is typically higher,

approximately 0.25 - 0.35 and 0.40 - 0.55, respectively. Isoleucine, leucine,

phenylalanine and tyrosine were particularly common as the residues interacting
across diagonal contacts.

Figure4. Overlayof 2 diagonalpuzzlepairs a's

touching:256b72&30and lann 251&272. The

2 centralsidechainsof each turn, the a residuelabels,

and the C(a) backboneare shown.

The secondary contact of a diagonal turn was typically a distant square contact.

The sidechains of the secondary turn reach up or down to the neighboring sidechains

of the diagonal contact. It is such neighboring contacts that add stability to the

diagonal contact, as well as restrain the possibilities of the central diagonal residue.

In hindsight, the diagonal turn is the result of a square contact which has an increased

fractional separation, such that the square contact becomes the secondary contact and

the diagonal contact becomes the primary. If the offset is up relative to helix 1 (in the

N to C direction), a C 1 - C2 diagonalpair will result; if the offset is down, a B1 -B2

diagonal pair will result. The larger database now being studied will allow a

statistical look at the secondary contacts (which are often square contacts)

surrounding the diagonal pairs.

v. Residue Types. Table 1 lists the preferences for residues involved in anti-

parallel contacts, and Table 2 lists the number of each residue type found in each of
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Table 1

PreferredResiduesin Anti-parallelandPerpendicularContacts

AA Helical Ave. % Anti-parallel Perpendicular
Residues count pref. count pre(.

ALA 467 11.5 112 0.801 310 0.788
ARG 174 4.28 65 1.25 169 1.15
ASN 181 4.45 33 0.61 119 0.781
ASP 250 6.15 43 0.575 151 0.717
CYS 60 1.48 19 1.06 44 0.869
GLN 169 4.16 40 0.792 102 0.717
GLU 321 7.89 56 0.583 172 0.637
GLY 214 5.26 45 0.703 124 0.689
HIS 86 2.11 33 1.28 72 0.997
ILE 212 5.21 86 1.36 264 1.48
LEU 380 9.34 220 1.94 533 1.67
LYS 339 8.34 55 0.543 160 0.561
MET 92 2.26 58 2.11 103 1.33
PRE 159 3.91 72 1.51 240 1.79
PRO 91 2.24 12 0.441 60 0.783
SER 246 6.05 48 0.653 147 0.71
THR 199 4.89 54

0.90:
147 0.878

TRP 48 1.18 31 2.1 83 2.06
TYR 114 2.8 44 1.29 172 1.8
VAL 265 6.52 90 1.14 250 1.12

4067 1216 3422

* Boldand italicsare >3 std. dev. from 1.

Table2
PreferredResiduesin the CenttalResiduePositions

in DefmedAnti-parallelPuzzlePieces

AA 81 Cl 82 C2
prer. prer. prer. pre(.

ALA 1.13 0.91 1.13 1.36
ARG 1.15 0.75 1.15 1.25
ASN 0.60 0.31 1.40 0.30
ASP 0.36 0.82 0.51 0.44
CYS 0.60 0.93 1.21 1.51
GLN 1.18 1.10 1.29 0.43
GLU 0.62 0.64 0.51 0.40
GLY 1.02 1.04 0.51 1.02
HIS 0.64 0.65 1.48 0.64
ILE 1.54 0.88 1.20 1.37
LEU 1.63 1.76 1.96 1.72
LYS 0.43 0.77 0.54 0.48
MET 2.17 1.21 1.38 1.78
PRE 1.94 1.05 0.91 0.80
PRO 0.40 0.41 1.40 0.60
SER 0.96 1.43 0.59 0.44
THR 0.82 1.49 0.91 1.00
TRP 1.51 2.71 1.13 2.65
TYR 0.64 1.14 0.96 2.39
VAL 0.96 0.70 0.75 1.23

* Boldis >3 std. dev. from 1.
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the central residue positions in puzzle pieces (B1, C 1, B2, C2) and highlights those

preferred relative to their percentage in helical structure overall (AH residues). The

preferred residues in anti-parallel helix contacts are: leucine, methionine, tryptophan,

phenylalanine and isoleucine. The highest occurrences of residues are leucine (220),

alanine (112) and valine (90) out of 1216 residues. Arginine also has a slight

preference for involvment; it is the only hydrophilic residue preferred. The highly

preferred methionines are often the last residue of an i+4 row at the edge of the

contact. More specific correlations of preferred residue types and preferred residue

conformations will obviously be found once the dataset is broken down into the

clusters of similar geometry groups or clusters with a specific residue in the B 1

position, for instance. This will be performed on the larger dataset now being
studied.

B. Perpendicular Helix-helix Contacts.

Table 2 lists the preferences for residues involved in perpendicular contacts. Like

anti-parallel contacts, leucine, tryptophan, phenylalanine and isoleucine are preferred

in perpendicular contacts. Tyrosine is also preferred in perpendicular contacts.

Perpendicular contacts have a decreased occurrence of many of the charged residues

along with alanine, glycine and serine.

A tabulation of the statistics on the defined puzzle pairs for perpendicular contacts

IS 10 progress.

CONCLUSION

General characteristics of anti-parallel helix contacts include: (1) the importance of

the B1 residue in establishing the B1 angle (rotation of helix 1 about its axis in the

contact), (2) the importance of the C2 residue in establishing the B2 angle (rotation of

helix 2 about its axis in the contact), and (3) the involvement of both in setting the

fractional separation between the helices. With this in mind, a list of residues

preferred in each central position of turn pairs of known geometry (square vs.

diagonal B1 - B2 vs. diagonalCl - C2) is given in Table 2. A small residue in B1

sets a tight, square contact; a small residue in C2 often does likewise. A step-wise

progression of increasing size of B 1 in square contacts results in an decrease in the

B 1 angle, an increase in the distance separation and fractional separation. The
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requirement of different sidechains in B2 also changes with this progression. A

larger residue in B1 with a chi of 180 sets a crooked, distant or diagonal contact. A

Cl residue with a chi 1 of -60 can pack around C2, unless C2 is long and has a chi 1

of 180; such a C2 will form a long parallel packing contact with Cl (chi 1 =180)

instead.

These clusters of puzzle pairs show that proteins do use common packing motifs

and geometries to position their secondary structural elements uniquely. These

packing motifs are assumed to have characteristics which give them a stabilizing

factor, be it a preferred unique arrangement or simply a reduction in other possible

geometries and conformations.

This initial study included only a small number of helix-helix contacts. A

significantly larger database (now being processed) will result in additional

statistically significant characteristics of the contacts. With a larger number of puzzle

pairs it is expected that the clusters will become more defined, that the residues will

show strong primary occurrences (i.e. alanine in the B 1 position prefers a tight

square contact) and also strong secondary occurrences (i.e. if a turn with a leucine in

Bl contacts a turn with an isoleucine in Bl, it will prefer to form a diagonal contact).

Additional studies are now underway, using a database of 597 proteins.

The accumulation of such general characteristics of perpendicular helix contacts is

still underway. It is expected to show not only particular characteristics for

perpendicular contacts, but also highlight the differences of the perpendicular from

the anti-parallel contacts.

Understanding the specifics of these tertiary interactions, will allow their

application to (1) continued comparison of protein structures and modeled structures,

(2) revising the amino acid sequence of designed proteins for specific, unique

tertiary contacts, (3) design de novo of additional protein structures, and in time, (4)

predicting 3D structure from primary sequence.

A. Analysis.

The database of sidechains, sidechain position and sidechain conformation can be

used during the model building of structure determination. In studying modeled

sequences, such as the original Felix models, the data from native proteins can

highlight which characteristics of the models are far from the ideal native structures.
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For instance, in the hydrophobic core of Felix, changes were suggested on the

overall surface of helix-helix contacts: an increase in the area of contact and an

increase in the interdigitation of sidechains. In the helix-helix contacts of Felix,

changes were suggested on actual amino acid composition of puzzle pieces: an

increase of the use of preferred puzzle pair residues and the common geometries.

B. Design.

The statistics gathered on preferred puzzle pairs could be used to design a protein

sequence based on a new structural model. It is proposed that using preferred puzzle

pieces would first constrain the tertiary interaction and that completing the contact

with other common puzzle pieces would stabilize it. Choosing puzzle pieces with the

preferred residues and residue conformations for such helix-helix contacts would

increase the likelihood of the choosen structure, and in turn reduce the alternate

conformations of the residues in the actual protein structure. Building on a defined

three-dimensional geometry with the most preferred residues in each position for that

three-dimensional (and not just two-dimensional) structure will greatly increase the

chance of acquiring that structure in a stable form. (An example of the detailed look

at the redesign of Felix DEL 3 is given in Ref. 3.)

With the completion of the study of perpendicular helix-helix contacts, one is

expected to distinguish anti-parallel from perpendicular tendencies. One may then be

able to use specific sidechain conformations preferred in that helix-helix contact in

building protein structures, or even design in preferred residue types and residue

neighbors for that specific helix-helix contacts, or predict tertiary interactions from

pnmary sequence.

It is also expected that other protein motifs, other a-a, a-p, p-p, etc., will have

defineable puzzle pieces and puzzle piece interactions. A statistical study of these

other puzzle pieces will create another database of the preferred residues and

interactions of those tertiary contacts, creating additional information for the

distinguishing of the contacts and of the design of such contacts.
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